
A TIMELINE OF WHEN YOU WILL PANIC AND WHAT TO EXPECT


Day 1: Leaving the appointment you will LOVE your brows, you wont be able to stop looking in 	
	 the mirror at how marvelous the hair strokes look and how “framed” your eyes are and 	 	
	 you will wonder; have my eyes always been this pretty ?  Please be careful while 	 	
	 driving.


Day 2: You will wake-up and marvel at the fact that you still have eyebrows on your face. Late 	 	
	 in the day you will try to remember if you are supposed to wash your face or not, but 	 	
	 since you were so excited about getting eyebrows you didn’t pay attention to anything I 
	 said and you wont be able to remember my instructions. Now brace for the panic to set 		
	 in. 


Day 3-7: Now you aren't sure, you loved them in the beginning, but they look to dark maybe? 	 	
	 Is this the right shape? And they are starting to scab and fall off ! They are all patchy 	 	
	 looking I want to fill them in with make-up, people will be terrified of me if I go in public. 		
	 OMG I'm not going to have any brows left ! I’m totally using make-up even though I was 
	 told not too. 


Day 7-14: All my eyebrows fell off and now I look just like when this process started. Did I 	 	
	 waste my time and my money ? This was dumb. 


Day 15-28: Whoa ! I am starting to see the hairs again, thats so weird. I cant wait for my touch-	
	 up to finish the shape and filling some spots !


Touch-up: They are back to beautiful ! This was the smartest thing I’ve ever done, I am a 	 	
	 genius. Now my brows are water-proof and sweat-proof and kid-proof and pet proof 	 	
	 and I don’t have to guess where to put them when I want to draw them on. 



